threshold voltage and excitatory current, we first examwho showed that the mean voltage in the presence of spiking was relatively independent of the level of tonic ined whether modulation of the mean voltage in the presence of spiking might underlie suprathreshold gain excitation for an integrate-and-fire (I&F) model. As might be expected for a system with a discrete voltage threshchanges. Analysis of the mean voltage between spikes during tonic excitation shows that the mean voltage was old, the relationship between mean voltage and firing rate was a highly nonlinear step-like function, which was not dependent on excitation in granule cells ( Figure 3D , filled triangles; n ϭ 6). Moreover, during tonic inhibition offset slightly during inhibition ( Figure 3E ). Unlike tonic excitation, the mean voltage between the mean voltage and thus the mean current through the inhibitory conductance were also not dependent spikes exhibited a strong dependence on excitation during frequency-dependent synaptic excitation ( Figure fore examined whether membrane excitability changed during inhibition by examining the threshold voltage for age and suprathreshold firing. In the presence of tonic inhibition, the monotonic nature of the relationship was AP generation. The voltage threshold, which we estimated from the peak amplitude of the largest EPSP that maintained in granule cells, but the firing rate at more depolarized potentials was reduced ( Figure 3G ). These did not produce an AP, was unaltered during inhibition (threshold was Ϫ49.5mV Ϯ 2.1mV for control and observations suggest that gain changes occur during synaptic excitation because inhibition-mediated scaling Ϫ50.3mV Ϯ 1.6mV for inhibition; p ϭ 0.3, n ϭ 5). This observation rules out the possibility that changes in the of subthreshold voltage is coupled to firing rate by volt- To examine whether voltage-gated channels are neclevels of background noise, the gain of f-G relationships was reduced by inhibition ( Figure 4B , inset). Similar essary for gain modulation in granule cells and to further investigate the underlying mechanisms, we constructed effects were observed during tonic inhibition for f-I relationships, when current noise was added (data not a simple conductance-based integrate-and-fire (I&F) model that lacked voltage gated conductances (see Exshown). These results demonstrate that application of a tonic inhibitory conductance can reduce neuronal gain perimental Procedures). The shape of the control f-G relationship for the I&F model ( Figure 4A ) was similar to when the excitatory input variability is fixed at a high level. that for the granule cell ( Figure 2B) . However, the model exhibited an increase in gain during tonic inhibition We then investigated whether gain changes occurred in the I&F model during frequency-dependent synaptic rather than a shift as observed in granule cells. The analytical solution for the firing rate of the I&F with tonic excitation. Figure 4C shows the f-F relationship of an I&F model with the similar synaptic excitation trains as inputs (see Experimental Procedures) shows that speeding of the membrane time constant, due to the applied to granule cells in slice (Figure 1 ). The mean slope of the f-F relationship was reduced, and the offset applied inhibitory conductance and the higher excitatory conductance levels required for firing, underlies this increased with tonic inhibitory conductance as for real cells (Figures 4C and 4D ; average slope measured from increase in gain. The largest changes occurred near threshold, with the slopes converging as the firing rate linear fits between 10-110 Hz output firing rate). However, the shape of the model f-F relationship was less increased ( Figure 4A ). This raises the question of why inhibition does not increase the gain of granule cells linear than the f-F relationships observed in granule cells ( Figure 4C ; cf. Figure 1B) . The reduction in gain during during tonic excitation. One possibility is that spontaneous membrane noise in granule cells may affect the inhibition was associated with a reduction in the slope of the relationship between mean voltage between spikes response characteristics. To test this we added fixed levels of current noise with Gaussian statistics to the and excitation rate ( Figure 4E ), as for granule cells (Figure 3F) . Moreover, the graded coupling of the relationtonic excitatory conductance. The presence of current noise at low levels reduced the gain under control condiship between the mean voltage between spikes and output frequency was also maintained by inhibition, altions (data not shown) and attenuated the increase in gain of the f-G relationship during 1 nS tonic inhibition beit shifted to more depolarized potentials ( Figure 4F ). ). These served with fixed variability inputs when the input variresults show that when input variability is matched, the ance was large ( Figure 4A ). Since the input variability mean subthreshold voltage becomes independent of arising from frequency-dependent synaptic conducexcitation and the graded coupling between mean volttances was generally lower than this (SD ϭ 25 pA at 100 age and firing rate is lost. Hz), we examined whether tonic inhibition could reduce
The simulations above show that the increases in excithe gain of f-F relationships when the variability arising tation frequency required to attain a similar output firingfrom synaptic excitation was fixed. We tested this by rate during inhibition are required for gain changes. But applying tonic inhibition during frequency-dependent is it the increase in the frequency of synaptic conducexcitation using an excitation protocol where the varitances, or is it the associated increase in input variance ability at each output frequency during inhibition was with frequency (Campbell's theorem, see Experimental matched to the control level. The variance of the excitaProcedures), that is important for the multiplicative betion was matched by summing the excitation trains that havior during tonic inhibition? To distinguish between generated each point on the control f-F relationship with these two possibilities, we examined the effects of tonic an excitatory conductance step, which generated a firinhibition on scaled fixed-frequency synaptic conducing rate during inhibition equal to the control condition ( Figure 5A ). Under these conditions, the shunt introtance trains. Increasing excitation by scaling 50 Hz syn-aptic conductance trains increased the variance of the relationship increased ( ϭ 1-100 ms; Figures 6B and 6C). These data also show that the ability of tonic inhibiexcitatory input without altering frequency ( Figure 5D ). Application of tonic inhibition reduced the gain and tion to reduce neuronal gain depends on the time course of the excitatory synaptic conductance. shifted the offset of the relationship between output frequency and mean conductance for fixed frequency
We investigated whether the effects of varying synaptic time course depended on the speeding of the EPSP excitatory inputs (Figures 5E and 5F ). These results suggest that increases in input variability are required for decay during inhibition. As the synaptic conductance became slower, speeding of the EPSP decay became gain modulation, as previously reported (Chance et al., 2002), because they counter the reduction in voltage less pronounced and amplitude scaling more prominent during inhibition because the EPSP decay was deterfluctuations during membrane shunting by the tonic inhibitory conductance and the higher level of excitation. mined mainly by the conductance time course rather than the membrane time constant. However, control This maintains a graded coupling between mean subthreshold voltage and firing rate. Under these condisimulations show that the gain was increased when the time constant of a fixed amplitude excitatory waveform tions, multiplicative scaling of the subthreshold voltage produces multiplicative scaling of firing rate, and thus was slowed and when the amplitude of a fixed waveform was increased (data not shown). These data suggest a change in neuronal gain. Our results suggest that gain changes mediated by tonic inhibition require an excitthat the reduction of gain changes during slower synaptic conductances cannot be explained by a lack of sensiatory input with a variance that increases with excitation, as exhibited by rate-coded synaptic input. tivity of the EPSP decay to inhibition and are consistent with the excitation variability being a key factor for gain modulation. voltage between spikes on excitation ( Figure 8C) . Moreover, the relationship between mean voltage and firing was shifted less by phasic than tonic inhibition ( Figure  8D ), presumably because synaptic inhibition adds input fluctuations. These results, together with our previous findings, suggest that fluctuations in membrane voltage contributed by both excitation and inhibition contribute to the gain changes that occur during shunting inhibition.
Properties of the Synaptic Conductance Waveform

Discussion
Our results demonstrate that shunting inhibition can modulate the gain and offset of the relationship between output firing rate and input frequency in granule cells when excitation and/or inhibition are mediated by timedependent synaptic input. We show that gain changes arise because inhibition-mediated scaling of the mean subthreshold voltage is coupled to spike rate by voltage fluctuations arising from frequency-dependent synaptic input. The synaptic time course and the number of inputs influence changes in gain and offset during tonic inhibition by setting the variance of the excitatory input. Our findings suggest that shunting inhibition can act as a cellular mechanism for gain control in cells with highvariability synaptic input. for physiologically relevant rate-coded inputs. During frequency-dependent excitation, the frequency required versus 37% and 9.7 Hz versus 24.5 Hz, respectively; Figure 8B ). This occurs because the synaptic inhibition to attain a particular firing rate increases during inhibition. The associated increase in input variance (Campis more effective at reducing the dependence of mean where is the membrane time constant, and V m is the mean mem-GABA A receptors. Micropipettes were made from borosilicate glass brane potential. is equal to the membrane capacitance divided by (5-10 M⍀) and filled with a solution containing 135 mM K-gluconate, the sum of all conductances, and V m is equal to 7 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 0.5 mM EGTA, 2.5 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgATP, and 0.3 mM Na-GTP (adjusted to pH 7.3; 290 mOsm). Volt- 
and exponentially decaying conductances described by G(t) ϭ A exp(Ϫt/), where A is the peak amplitude, with a frequency of synapwhere f is the firing frequency and x is the excitatory conductance tic events, ϭ N F in , where F in is the frequency at each input and or the excitatory current amplitude, k is the gain, and exp A/k is N is the number of inputs. equal to the x-offset . Fitting parameters k and A were then used Substituting for G(t) and for in equation 5 and solving gives to constrain the fitting of the relationship during inhibition using
Substituting for G 2 (t) and for in equation 6 and solving and then where the gain is equal to m * k, and C is the shift in offset. f-F substituting for A gives relationships were fit using a linear relationship. The mean voltage between spikes was measured by averaging the voltage trace once spikes had been removed. Spike duration was assumed to continue 2 ϭ G 2 2NF in . (8) for 2.5 ms after crossing threshold. Mean data were presented as mean Ϯ standard errors. Groups were compared using a Student's Thus, for a fixed value of G, the variance of a train of synaptic paired t test and considered significant at the 5% level.
conductances decreases as N or are increased.
